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Spectrum Analysis (SSA)-based causality test. Based on this test, we however, show that sunspot by Scafetta (2014) , sunspot numbers can only be considered as a "partial proxy" for solar activity.
53
This is because time intervals between major solar flares, cosmic ray records, ACRIM composite of 54 total solar irradiance satellite measurement, multi-scale thermal models of several total solar 55 irradiances, and solar and astronomical oscillations are also possible, and perhaps, better proxies for 56 solar activity than sunspot numbers. In addition, one must be cautious in suggesting that sunspot 57 numbers are linearly and positively related to solar activity due to the intrinsic complexity of solar 58 dynamics and of its multiple coupled phenomena, as discussed in detail in Scafetta (2014 given that there exists structural breaks in the sample, Gupta et al., (2015) , suggests that the 69 relationship could be spurious based on a full-sample analysis, since a full-sample analysis assumes 70 stability of the parameters of a VAR, which is clearly not the case in the presence of breaks, and 71 which is also vindicated by the fact that there is no evidence of causality over the sub-samples.
72
Given the importance of the issue of global warming, and more importantly the lack of 73 evidence in favor of sunspot numbers leading to global temperatures in linear models, our current 74 paper aims to revisit this issue of whether sunspot numbers cause global temperatures, using the 75 same data set and sub-samples used by Gupta et al., (2015) forecasting accuracy and therefore examining the association between the two variables.
151
The length of out-of-sample does not have specific limitation, generally considering the 152 simulation scenario, the length of time series for reconstruction will take 2/3 of the whole series and then the optimal ones with best performance of forecasting will be chosen to construct the finally 162 causality detection procedure.
163
Therefore, here we define the criterion corresponding to the forecast of 
Data and empirical results

173
The data are at monthly frequency for global land-ocean temperatures (GT) and sunspot numbers 
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As shown in Table 2 Against this background of lack of evidence of causality in the time and frequency domains,
276
we now next turn our attention to the causality using the SSA-based approach. detrended GT, we could not detect causality even for the full-sample -a result also obtained for the 297 time-domain version of the test. 6 In more details, subsample A show the strongest effect comparing 298 to other subsamples regardless of the original and de-trended series; followed by subsample C with 299 slightly weaker causal effect from SS to GT; moreover, the weakest causal effect holds for 300 subsample B according to tests of both original and de-trended series. 
301
Then, the spectral density of X t can be expressed as: Using the following measure of causality, as in Geweke (1982) and Hosoya (1991): 
517
The null hypothesis that Y does not Granger-cause X at frequency ω is then given as: coherency by frequency and the phase spectrum by frequency. If the squared coherency is large at 530 some specific frequencies, it implies that we can probably consider linear relationship between two 531 tested series at these frequencies. Therefore, we then refer to the figure of the phase spectrum by 532 frequency at these frequencies with relatively large squared coherency. 
